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Prince Albert II, HSH of Monaco
His Highness Prince Albert II is the reigning monarch of the Principality of Monaco and head of the princely house of
Grimaldi.
In January 2009, Prince Albert left for a month-long expedition to Antarctica, where he visited 26 scientific outposts
and met with climate-change experts in an attempt to learn more about the impact of global warming on the
continent. On 23 October 2009, Prince Albert was awarded the Roger Revelle Prize for his efforts to protect the
environment and to promote scientific research.This award was given to Prince Albert by the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography in La Jolla, California. Prince Albert is the second recipient of this prize.

Dayne Buddo
Dr. Dayne Buddo is an expert in Marine Invasive Alien Species with over 10 years experience in this area of
study. He has PhD in Zoology with a concentration in Marine Sciences from the University of the West
Indies (UWI). Buddo's main area of research has been the invasive green mussel Perna viridis in Jamaica,
and more recently Ballast Water Management and the Invasion of the Lionfish in Jamaica.
For the past 10 years, Dayne has worked as a marine consultant in Jamaica, as well as the Caribbean
Region on Fisheries Policy, Marine Protected Areas, Coastal Development Projects and Natural Resource
Management. Buddo was recently appointed Lead Scientist at the Alligator Head Foundation in Jamaica.

Graham Burnett
Dr Graham Burnett is an American historian of science and a writer. He is a professor at Princeton
University and an editor at Cabinet, based in Brooklyn, New York. Burnett received his AB in history
(concentration in the history of science) at Princeton University and an MPhil and PhD in the history and
philosophy of science at Trinity College, Cambridge.
Burnett is a member of the Esthetical Society for Transcendental and Applied Realization – now
incorporating the Society for Esthetic Realizers (ESTAR(SER)) – a research collective dedicated to studying
the historicity of the Order of the Third Bird.
He works at the intersection of historical inquiry and artistic practice, focusing on experimental approaches
to hermeneutic activities traditionally associated with the research humanities.

Ellen Cuylaerts
Award-winning Belgian photographer Ellen Cuylaerts captures images of ocean wildlife that are serene, peaceful,
and strikingly intimate. With a masterful understanding of light, Cuylaerts creates work that are almost otherworldly,
ushering her viewers into a realm still so foreign to the human collective. Cuylaerts’s objective with her work is
twofold: she seeks to bridge a deeper connection between humanity and nature, and she also works to capture her
own experience as the photographer, how it feels in those moments when she is behind the camera.
Cuylaerts travels the world as a freelance underwater and wildlife photographer, documenting animals in each region
and the particular challenges they’re facing. She currently lives and works on Grand Cayman in the Cayman Islands.

Mark Dalio
Mark Dalio is the Founder and Creative Director of Alucia Productions, a production company with the mission to
create world-class media that educates and inspires people to connect to the oceans.
His vision for this company is to use vivid cinematography and digital media to tell the compelling stories of scientific
discoveries and exploration on the vessel, Alucia, as it moves around the world. His inspiration for this vision began
in 2012, when Alucia documented the first ever footage of the Giant Squid. The images of this significant ocean
discovery captured the attention of audiences around the world, which Mark felt fully demonstrated the ship’s unique
power to capture ground breaking ocean media. Since founding Alucia Productions, Mark has featured the work of
Alucia in the PBS’ Nova Special Creatures of Light, David Attenborough’s show Great Barrier Reef and BBC’s
landmark series Oceans.

Neil Davies
After graduating in Zoology from Oxford University in 1990, he began a PhD in Genetics at University College London.
His graduate studies focused on the evolution and population genetics of tropical insects and were based at the
University of Puerto Rico and the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute (Panama).
He then studied the genetics of biological invasions at the University of Hawaii and at UC Berkeley until taking over at
the Gump Station on 01 July 2000, where he represents the University of California in French Polynesia, overseeing
the University's operations and staff in Moorea. Responsible for developing world-class research, educational, and
public outreach programs, he works with international and local partners to establish Moorea as a leading model
ecosystem.

Mark Dion
Mark Dion is an American artist. He has received a BFA (1986) and an honorary doctorate (2003) from the University
of Hartford, School of Art, Connecticut. Dion’s work examines the ways in which dominant ideologies and public
institutions shape our understanding of history, knowledge, and the natural world. “The job of the artist,” he says, “is
to go against the grain of dominant culture, to challenge perception and convention.” Appropriating archaeological
and other scientific methods of collecting, ordering, and exhibiting objects, Dion creates works that question the
distinctions between “objective” (“rational”) scientific methods and “subjective” (“irrational”) influences.
By locating the roots of environmental politics and public policy in the construction of knowledge about nature, Dion
questions the authoritative role of the scientific voice in contemporary society.

David Doubilet & Jennifer Hayes
David Doubilet and Jennifer Hayes are internationally-acclaimed, award- winning National Geographic photographers
who specialize in making underwater imagery from the warm equatorial waters to the poles. David is currently
working on his 70th story for the National Geographic and is considered the most prolific living photographer at the
magazine. Jennifer is a zoologist/marine biologist specializing in primitive fishes and sharks. The pair have
descended beneath Africa’s dark waters to photograph elephants and Nile crocodiles, explored beneath the polar
ice and the shrinking world of sharks, photographed real time sinking ships and are documenting the impacts of
climate change on coral reef systems around the globe.
As journalists who enter the sea, David and Jennifer know very well that we are all on the front lines of a battle to
save the oceans and to raise awareness of the acute state of our oceans that predominantly cover our planet. Their
goal is to use photography as a universal visual language to expose the fragile beauty of the seas and to convince
the unconvinced that the seas are fragile and finite. Their favorite place to be on the planet is home on the St
Lawrence River.

Sylvia Earle
Sylvia Earle is an American marine biologist, explorer, author, and lecturer.
She is President and Chairman of Mission Blue / The Sylvia Earle Alliance. She is a National Geographic Society
Explorer in Residence, and is called Her Deepness by the New Yorker and the New York Times, Living Legend by the
Library of Congress, and first Hero for the Planet by Time Magazine. She is an oceanographer, explorer, author and
lecturer with experience as a field research scientist, government official, and director for several corporate and
non-profit organizations.

Keith Ellenbogen
Keith Ellenbogen is an acclaimed underwater photographer and a Senior Fellow with The International League of
Conservation Photographers (iLCP). A selection of his professional assignments with marine conservation
organizations include expeditions to: The Phoenix Islands Protected Area, Kiribati; Totoya Islands, Fiji, the Turtle
Islands in the Philippines; and the Mediterranean Sea a campaign to protect the Atlantic Bluefin Tuna. Keith is also
an Assistant Professor of photography at the Fashion Institute of Technology, New York. He holds an MFA from
Parsons School for Design, New York and received a U.S. Fulbright Fellowship focusing on underwater
photography/videography to Malaysia.

Françoise Gaill
Françoise Gaill, Emeritus research director at the CNRS and scientific advisor for the ecology and environment
institute (INEE-CNRS) is an ocean specialist. She coordinates the scientific committee of the ocean and climate
platform Mobilzedf for the COP2.
She collaborates with other scientists to highlight “ocean” issues during this 21st Climate Conference, and make sure
the Ocean is taken into account in the international negotiations. Françoise Gaill discusses the stakes of such a
conference for the scientific world.

David Gruber
Marine biologist, ocean explorer, and professor David Gruber searches the undersea world for bioluminescent and
biofluorescent marine animals. Gruber's discoveries are providing a wealth of new insights into a secret "language"
of shining colors and patterns that help many marine creatures communicate, interact, and avoid enemies. He and
his collaborators have illuminated and discovered novel fluorescent molecules from marine animals and are
searching for connections between glowing sea life and the ability to visualize the inner workings of human cells. His
research group at City University of New York and the American Museum of Natural History has deciphered the
genomic code of scores of new fluorescent proteins, which are being developed as tools to aid in medical research
and illuminate biological processes. On land, his team designs submersibles and other technologies to revolutionize
ocean exploration and discovery. He is also designing extremely-light-sensitive cameras to film the shimmering sea
creatures in much sharper resolution and employs submarines, robotic undersea vehicles, and technical diving to
push the boundaries of our understanding of life in the deep sea.

Francesca von Habsburg
Francesca von Habsburg founded Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contemporary (TBA21) in 2002. TBA21 is a cultural
agency committed to building communities and creating spaces of encounter in all its activities.
Francesca has engaged her foundation to exclusively address the urgent issues of our time with a particular focus on
the oceans. As a philanthropist and private collector she has understood that the choices she can make with her work
can be deeply personal, and can reflect her personal commitment to becoming an agent of change. She believes that
the arts help us feel what science enables us to understand.
An experienced diver, an amateur explorer, and her insatiable curiosity has led her to become a strong advocate of
ocean conservation. Francesca collaborates with numerous universities and conservation institutes through the
TBA21–Academy and its explorer program entitled The Current, led by Academy Director Markus Reymann.

Joan Jonas
Joan Jonas is an American visual artist and a pioneer of video and performance art who is one of the most important
female artists to emerge in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Jonas' projects and experiments provided the foundation
on which much video performance art would be based. Her influences also extended to conceptual art, theatre,
performance art and other visual media.
Drawing on mythic stories from various cultures, Jonas invests texts from the past with the politics of the present.
She lives and works in New York and Nova Scotia, Canada.

Ted Janulis
Theodore P (Ted) Janulis serves as the 43rd President of The Explorers Club, elected in March, 2015. Active in
pursuing his passion for ocean exploration, Janulis was selected as the 1981 Rolex/Our World Underwater Scholar,
giving him the opportunity to work with leaders in ocean exploration. He also participated in a number of expeditions
including a US Geological Survey to the Marquesas Keys, and a search of one of Piet Heyn's ships off Bimini Island.
Not long after, he joined an expedition to the Northwest Passage to document the wreck of the HMS Breadalbane,
one of the many ships lost in the search for Sir John Franklin and his crew.
More recently, Janulis co-led an Explorers Club Flag Expedition to the Gardens of The Queen Marine Reserve in
Cuba. A graduate of Harvard College, he received his MBA from Columbia Business School and has since spent 30
years in the financial services industry, currently serving as Chief Executive Officer of CRT Capital LLC, an
independent institutional broker-dealer based in Stamford, Connecticut and New York City.

David Lang
David Lang is the co-founder of OpenROV, a community of citizen ocean explorers who build small remote-operated
underwater robots. He is a member of NOAA’s Ocean Exploration Advisory Board, a TED Senior Fellow, and a
National Geographic Emerging Explorer. Lang is also the author of Zero to Maker.

Margaret Leinen
Margaret Leinen is vice chancellor for Marine Sciences, Director of Scripps Institution of Oceanography, and Dean of
the School of Marine Sciences at University of California, San Diego.
Leinen is an award-winning oceanographer and a very accomplished executive with a wide range of experience in
ocean science, global climate, environmental issues, Federal research administration, and non-profit organisations.
She has had a major impact in sea-going research, leading 24 research cruises. Two major cruises Leinen has led
were: the DSV Alvin to Juan de Fuca Ridge and Mariana Back-Arc; studying the sedimentation from hydrothermal
vents.

Cristina Mittermeier
Cristina Mittermeier uses her camera to document the intersection of wild nature and humans. Cristina is a Sony
Artisan of Imagery, and was recently recognized as one of the World’s top 40 Most Influential Outdoor
Photographers by Outdoor Magazine, is a past recipient of the Nature’s Best/Smithsonian Conservation
Photographer of the Year award and the North American Nature Photographer’s Association Mission Award. Cristina
is the founder and former President of the prestigious International League of Conservation Photographers, a
consortium of some of the best photographers on the planet who are actively working for conservation. Today,
Cristina is the co-founder and Executive Director of SeaLegacy.

Walter Munk
Walter H Munk is a professor of geophysics in the Cecil H and Ida M Green Institute of Geophysics and
Planetary Physics at Scripps Institution of Oceanography at UC San Diego. His research includes physical
oceanography and geophysics leading to the understanding of ocean currents and circulation, tides, wave
propagation in solid and fluid bodies, and the rotation of the Earth. He pioneered the use of high-speed
computers for analyzing geophysical data.

Chris Myers
Christopher Dean "Chris" Myers is an American writer and illustrator of children's books. In 1998, Myers won a
Caldecott Honor for his illustrations in Harlem.The following year, he wrote and illustrated Black Cat, a book that
received a Coretta Scott King Award (2000).
He is widely acclaimed for his work with literature for young people, and is also an accomplished fine artist who has
lectured and exhibited internationally.In addition to writing and illustrating his own stories, Myers often illustrates
books written by his father Walter Dean Myers. Some of Christopher's books feature lies and tall tales.

Paul Nicklen
Paul Nicklen is a Canadian photographer, filmmaker, and marine biologist who has documented the beauty and the
plight of our planet for over twenty years. His sensitive and evocative imagery has garnered over 30 of the highest
awards given to any photographer in his field, including the BBC Wildlife Photographer of the Year and the
prestigious World Press Photo for Photojournalism. As a co-founder of the non-profit, SeaLegacy, Paul Nicklen is
opening a fresh, progressive chapter in the story of ocean conservation. Through visual storytelling, Sea Legacy
inspires millions of people to stand up and have a voice for the pristine places threatened by climate change.

Cathy Novelli
Catherine A. Novelli served as Under Secretary of State for Economic Growth, Energy, and the Environment from
2014 until 2017, reporting directly to the Secretary of State. She led the State Department’s efforts to develop and
implement economic growth, energy, ocean, environmental, and science and technology policies to promote
economic prosperity and address global challenges in a transparent, rules-based, and sustainable system. She was
also the State Department’s Senior Coordinator for International Information Technology Diplomacy.
Formerly Assistant U.S. Trade Representative for Europe & the Mediterranean, Ms. Novelli coordinated U.S. trade
and investment policy for the over 65 countries of Western Europe, Central Europe, Russia, Eurasia, the Middle East
and Northern Africa. As the point person for the $1 trillion economic relationship between the United States and
Europe, Ms. Novelli led efforts to ensure access to the European market for U.S. products. She was also the lead
strategist in creating the United States’ free trade agenda with the Middle East.

Frederik Paulsen
Dr. Frederik Paulsen Jr. studied chemistry at the Christian-Albrechts-University in Kiel, Germany and Business
Administration at the University of Lund, Sweden. He has been with Ferring since 1976, became Managing Director of
Ferring AB, Sweden in 1983 and Chief Executive Officer of the Ferring Group in 1988. Frederik Paulsen is now
Chairman of Ferring's Board of Directors.
He is a member of The Explorers Club and the only person in the world to have attained all eight poles.

James Prosek
James Prosek is an artist, fly-fisher, author, and environmental activist who has always, as he puts it,
found God “through the theater of nature.” From a young age he has been fascinated by trout and
now eel – which he sees as “mystical creatures” – and he’s captured them literally and artistically, by
way of both angling and paint.
Prosek made his authorial debut with Trout: An Illustrated History, and is a contributor to the New York
Times. He also cofounded the conservation initiative World Trout with Yvon Chouinard of Patagonia.

Rosanna Raymond
Over the past 20 years, Rosanne Raymond’s activities have made her a notable producer of and commentator on
contemporary Pacific Island culture, in Aotearoa New Zealand, the UK, and the USA. She specialises in working within
museums and higher education institutions as an artist, performer, curator, guest speaker, poet and workshop leader.
Raymond is an Honorary Research Associate at the Department of Anthropology and Institute of Archaeology at
University College London. Raymond has achieved international renown for her performances, installations, body
adornment, and spoken word. She is a published writer and poet, her works are held by museums and private
collectors across the globe. She recently presented the acclaimed work SaVAge K’lub at 8th Asia Pacific Triennial of
Contemporary Art opening at the Queensland Art Gallery of Modern Art (QAGOMA), Brisbane, Australia.

Markus Reymann
Markus Reymann is Director and Co-founder of TBA21–Academy. Between July 2011 and today, Markus Reymann
has initiated and conducted numerous expeditions; each trip is designed as a collaboration with invited artists,
scientists and thinkers who are eager to embark on oceanic explorations. Inspired by this unusual encounter with
both human and natural elements, the Academy commission's ambitious projects informed by the itinerary of the
research vessel Dardanella. In December 2015 at COP21 Markus Reymann announced TBA21–Academy's latest
programme The Current - the exploratory soul of TBA21 that was conceived to raise awareness for today's most
urgent ecological, social, and economic issues. Through its expeditions on sea and land, the Academy seeks to
redefine the culture of exploration and discovery in the 21st century.

Patricia Ricard
Patricia Ricard grew up with her grand father - Paul Ricard - as an example. It meant that she spent countless
moments as a child exploring the Mediterranean Sea. Paul Ricard started the Institute of Oceanography that today
bears his name. He would sometimes take Patricia on expedition with his team, including all forms of exploration
available at the time: from SCUBA to mini submarines. The Institute's vessel cruised the Mediterranean Sea from the
South of France to the North of Egypt, and from Turkey to Morocco. As an adult, after her grandfather passed away,
Patricia's turn came to lead the family’s Institute, where she arranged numerous scientific expeditions, and
sometimes was able to take parts in them. Today the Paul Ricard Institute of Oceanography is a leader in
Mediterranean seahorses research, posidonia oceanica (a real time barometer to the Sea’s health) and sea urchins
(Paracentrotus lividus).

President Tommy Remengesau
President Tommy Esang Remengesau, Jr., the eighth and current President of the Republic of Palau, is the first
Palauan to be elected as president three times. He was first elected President in 2000 and was re-elected in 2004.
Over the past 2 decades in office, he has consistently demonstrated visionary leadership in protecting his nation’s
unique marine environment, which is often referred to as one of the seven underwater wonders of the world.
On Oct. 28, 2015, President Remengesau signed into law the Palau National Marine Sanctuary Act, covering 193,000
square miles—an area bigger than California. The sanctuary protects about 80 percent of Palau’s maritime territory,
where no extractive activities, such as fishing or mining, can take place. In 2004 he was the first global leader to call
on the United Nations to adopt a moratorium on high seas bottom trawling at the General Assembly, and in 2006 he
enacted a ban on bottom trawling in Palau’s waters. In 2009 he established the world’s first shark sanctuary. In 2010
he supported the creation of Palau’s first marine mammal sanctuary, and in 2012 Rock Islands Southern Lagoon
became a UNESCO World Heritage site. President Remengesau has also been an outspoken leader on the
international stage advocating for the need to address climate change, most recently in Paris at COP 21.

Carl Safina
Carl Safina’s work has been recognized with MacArthur, Pew, and Guggenheim Fellowships, and his writing has
won Orion, Lannan, and National Academies literary awards and the John Burroughs, James Beard, and George
Rabb medals. He has a PhD in ecology from Rutgers University. Safina is the inaugural holder of the endowed chair
for nature and humanity at Stony Brook University, where he co-chairs the steering committee of the Alan Alda
Center for Communicating Science and is founding president of the not-for-profit organization, The Safina Center.
He hosted the 10-part PBS series Saving the Ocean with Carl Safina, and his writing has appeared on The New York
Times, Audubon, Orion, National Geographic, Huffington Post, and CNN.

Enric Sala
Dr. Enric Sala is a National Geographic explorer-in-residence. He is dedicated to restoring the health and
productivity of our planet's oceans, and his more than 120 scientific publications are widely recognized and used for
real-world conservation efforts such as the creation of marine reserves. Sala is currently working to help protect the
world's last pristine marine ecosystems and to develop new business models for marine conservation. He is the
founder and leader of National Geographic’s Pristine Seas, a project that combines exploration, research, and media
to inspire country leaders to protect the last wild places in the ocean. To date, Pristine Seas has helped create 12
marine reserves—including some of the largest on the planet—that protect more than 3 million square kilometers of
ocean.

Brian Skerry
Brian Skerry is a photojournalist specializing in marine wildlife and underwater environments. Since 1998 he has
been a contract photographer for National Geographic Magazine covering a wide range of subjects and stories. In
2014 he was named a National Geographic Photography Fellow, and in 2015 he was named a Nikon Ambassador.
After three decades of exploring the world’s oceans, Skerry continues to pursue stories that will increase awareness
about the sea.

Narrissa Spies
Native Hawaiian Narrissa Spies is a Zoology PhD student at the University of Hawaii, Manoa Kewalo
Marine Lab. She is interested in the development of molecular biomarkers to detect sub-lethal stress in
corals and characterization of the reproductive cycle and settlement behaviors of Leptastrea purpurea.

Oliver Steeds
Oliver is responsible for developing the mission strategy, running operations at sea and piloting one of the
submersibles. He is a leading explorer, a critically acclaimed broadcast journalist, TV presenter and communications
specialist having worked with NBC, ABC, Discovery Channel and Channel 4. His expeditions, reporting and
adventures have taken him to 100 countries and he’s the youngest explorer featured in ‘Faces of Exploration:
Encounters with 50 Extraordinary Pioneers’. He is also the co-founder of Digital Explorer and the Ocean’s Academy,
set up to inform and engage young people in global environmental issues.

Tim Taylor
Tim Taylor is an accomplished ocean explorer and entrepreneur. He has spent over thirty years working in the
marine industry. Tim has spent his life working with innovative diving technologies and has a reputation for leading
underwater expeditions that add to the scientific knowledge in the fields of oceanography, archaeology, biology and
geology. He has discovered and explored numerous reefs, including Sherwood Forest Reef, considered the
centerpiece of the Tortugas Ecological Reserve, Pulley Ridge, the deepest hermatypic coral reef in the world and
Black Forest Run, the largest black coral tract in the United States. He personally led a team that mapped 1800
square miles of remote ocean bottom at 1500 meters utilizing state of the art AUV systems. His most recent
accomplishments include the discovery, exploration, and documentation of two WWII submarines: USS R-12 that
was lost in WWII in 600 feet of water, entombing 42 sailors (2 Brazilian Officers), and the USS S-26, with 46 sailors.

Sissel Tolaas
Sissel Tolaas is a contemporary Norwegian installation artist most widely known for her work with odours.
Born in 1959 in Stavanger, Norway, Tolaas was educated at the West Norway Art Academy in Bergen (now part of
the KHiB), as well as art academies in Poznan, Warsaw, and Oslo. She has lived and worked in Berlin since 1986.
Her early installation works were composed of sculptural and photographic elements that changed over time due to
the integration of chemical processes such as oxidation or the impregnation of materials with soil, salt, water, or
chemicals.

Melati & Isabel Wijsen
Sisters Melati and Isabel Wijsen are on a mission to ban plastic bags in Bali. Inspired by similar measures in other
parts of the world, Melati and Isabel launched the campaign Bye Bye Plastic Bags in 2013, which received
worldwide support — and recently succeeded in getting the island’s governor to commit to a ban by 2018. The two
sisters, who frequent the environmentally minded Green School along with a crew of likely motivated kids, continue
to ask the question: How can they make a difference in the world?

Doug Woodring
Doug is the co-founder of the Ocean Recovery Alliance, which is focused on bringing innovative solutions,
technology, collaborations and policy together to impact positive improvements for the health of the ocean.
Two global preventative projects on the issues of plastic waste were announced at the Clinton Global Initiative
in 2010: the Plastic Disclosure Project, and the Global Alert platform. Doug co-founded Project Kaisei which
led a science expedition to the North Pacific Gyre with Scripps Oceanography in 2009, and was recognized as
a UN Climate Hero and a Google Earth Hero for its efforts. Ocean Recovery Alliance is now one of the first
NGOs to be working with both the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World Bank on
their respective ocean programs aimed at the reduction of plastic pollution in our environment. He is the
founder of the Plasticity Forum, first launched in Rio de Janeiro at the Rio+20 Earth Summit, and has since
been held in Hong Kong, New York, Portugal, Shanghai and London.

Peter Zinovieff
Peter Zinovieff is a British engineer and inventor of Russian ethnicity, whose EMS company made the VCS3
synthesizer in the late 1960s. The synthesizer was used by many early progressive rock bands such as Pink Floyd
and White Noise, and Krautrock groups as well as more pop-oriented artists, including Todd Rundgren and David
Bowie.
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